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College Health Office
To Give Inoculations

Weather Bureau Sees
Fair Weather Today

azteut

Tomorrow the second in the
series of three diphtheria and
tetanus toxoid inoculations nett
he given, according
to the
Health Office.
Immunization will be given to
those persons nho purchased
shot cards in February from 9
to 11:30 am and from 2 to
4.30 p.m in the Health Office,
Room 31.

aFaira I, the %rather pred:ation for todaƒ bv th t S
,ather Kureau an netting to
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Sing Fest Glee Club To Give
Activities Concert Tomorrow
Tonight

Saha:teal.
ti ara
"Caraioel,"
Victor Herbert, Jerome Kern, Cole
Porter and Richard Ridgers will
highlight the Men’s Glee Club
concert which will be given tomorrow evening at 8:15 o’clock
Long weeks of singing practice in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
will be
concluded tonight for
Included in the program will be
13 women’s groups when they three quartets: the "Metronomes,"
present their selections in the AWS a spiritual; the "Varsity," a bar"March Melodies" at 7:30 o’clock bershop: and the "Guys," a main Morris Dailey auditorium.
The groups will be competing dern
Special arrangements by Bob
for prizes and will be judged Russell, student director. will be
by a panel of four judges. The heard on such numbers as "Autnames of the judges vill not be umn Leaves," "Blue Star," and
released until after the program. "Gone With the Wind." Other
Judging will be on a basis ’ numbers which will be heard are
of 10 things each of which are ’ "The Arkansas Traveler," "Viva
s firth 10 points. The group
L’Amour." "Battle Hymn of the
scoring nearest 100 points n ill
Republic," "Stranger in Parareceive first place. Second and
dise" and "So In Love."
third places will be awarded
Soloist Shirley Swallow, soto the next highest scoring
prano, will be heard singing "With
group.
a Song In My Heart," and Nancy
The things which the groups Ash,
mezzo-soprano,
and Pat
will be judged on are (I) uni- Daugherty, tenor. will form a duet
form andior appropriate dress, in Jerome Kern’s "You Are Love."
(2) entrance and exit. (3) atOther soloists will be Larry
tacks and releases, (4) parts, Rodrigues, Dan Knowles, Jane
(5) attention to director, (8) dy- Ann Fritz, Roy Gosen, Glen Rut
namics, (7) diction, (8) arrange- and Manuel Patterakis.
ments, (9) directions and (10)
The Men’s Glee Club consists
tone quality.
of 36 men’s voices and is assisted
president,
Ann
Dutton, AWS
by six co-eds. The men always
will be mistress of ceremonies and appear in tuxedos and the girls
play
music
Kathy Stcyer will
in white formals. The group is
during intermission.
under the direction of Gus C
Groups competing in "March Lease, assistant professor of music
Melodies" are Alpha Chi Omega.
Alpha
Phi,
Catholic Women.,
Center, Chi Omega, Delta Gamma.
Delta Zeta, Gamma Phi Beta.
Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa
Phi, Phi Mu and Sigma Kappa.
Members of the Student Court
discussed plans to submit a change
of election dates to the student
body at the May ASB elections
at yesterday’s session in the Student Union.
Discussion centbred on a plan
General Robert N. Yung, Sixth to eliminate one of the three
the
Army Commander, stressed
annual elections, thin allowing
importance of the ROTC program the electorate to go to the polls
security
in
a
lee’
to the national
once each during the Spring and
,ture to upper divlision ROTC Fall semesters. At present there
students here Monday.
are two spring Mlections.
Gen. Young was on the San
During the fall only class offiJose State campus to inspect the cers and representativa would be
local ROTC detachment. lie was on the ballot, while students would
also given a tour of the entire vote for ASB offices, Student
campus, with particular emphasis Court posts and representatives
on the Engineering Department. at large in the spring.
Conducting the latter phase were
Bob Becker, chief justice, reDr. Edward C. Glover, professor ported to the Court that on Mom
of engineering, and John A. Bailey day he had sworn in all officers
and Carl F. Kaiser, associate pro- of the freshman and junior clasfessor.
ses, and all senior leaders exTo conelude his visit, Gen. , cent representative. He said he
Young and Col. John E Rogers, plans to swear in sophomore ofprofessor of military science and ficers at the next class l’iot !ing
tactics, had lunch at the SJS
cafeteria with President John T
Wabig tlist. Faxecutive Dean C’
Grant Burton, and Dean of Instruction Fred F. Harcleroad.
Dr. H. E Burke, former
!II
entomologist for the U.S. la
aartment
wia
of Agriculture,
peak before the Entomology (Ma
’,might at 8 p.m in Room SI la
The Student Y’s meeting to- according to Anthony Rosa, club
night will take up summer work president
projects, a report of the Advisory
Dr Burke’s topic wi:1 be "The
Board, and a discussion of aacial History of Forest Eatomoloay in
activities by George Widriberger. America."
recreation chairman, according’ to
Later a reception for Dr. Burke
Diane Suhr, publicity chairman will be held. Refreshments will
Interested students and mem- be served.
ber.: are invited ta attend the
Both the talk and *the recep’ion
meeting. to be held at 7:30 p.m. are open to the public. Ross said.

Court Discusses
May Election Date

General Stresses
ROTC Program

S.IS Entomologist Club
To Hear Dr. H. E. Burke

Summer Work Projects
On ’Y’ Agenda Tonight

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

WASHINGTON --(UP)-- Sendte Republican leader William F.
Knowland predicted after a White
House conference yesterday that
Preiident Eisenhower will veto
the Senate-passed farm bill no
leas it is "modified" by a Sen-

were repelled in an attempt to
invade tha Matsu Islands last
nhfsa. the Nationalist Dcfonse
Ministry announced
A communique said the Reds
were repulsed by Nationalisl gunners after a fierce one-hour artillery duel

-Ca,
.a.,1 Cl ,
Bernard Shaw, will open
tonight in the Studs, The.ttcr at t
will be pros:Med
, vim), bt-TIƒw night
A Speech and I)r.ima Department production, this rlsy is boos.
directed by Leslie Kohmom and sets are being designed and constructed by William James Roth Mtss Rohmoin and James are working on
this prnduction in conjunction weh then M A degrees.

r, m. It Also

School Heads Hear
President’s Views
Ii

.1

C4.01111ƒƒL:

’Pl., I i

to 2:

Caesar is being played by Ivan
Paulsen, a new student at SJS
this year Paulsen has already
had parts in the SJS productions
of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream"
and "Each In Ills On Way."

i high acimal principals, vice-prinSylvia Cirone, us ho is playing
i cipals and caunselors yesterday. Cleopatra, has appeared in many
President John T. Wahlquist re- SJS productions
lated two trends of thought conDr. James H. Clancy, professor
REHEARSING A SCENE from "Caesar and Cleoas Theodotus: Sylvia Cirone as Cleopatra and
cerning the number of students of drama, and J Wendel John. entering colleges.
patra" are (left to right) Richard Wilson as
Ivan Paulsen as Caesar. The production opens
son, aSSOCiatC professor at drama,
One trend reasons that "beRah); Kenneth Rugg as Pothinus; Fred Hare
tonight in the Studio Theater at 8:15 p.m
are assisting the students with
cause of increasing facilitiea prophoto by Downs
direction and set designing.
blems, colleges should be more
Others in the emit are Kenselective in taking’ in students "
neth Rugg. Joseph Markham.
whTichhe northwerahv.k.
thinking.
Fred Hare, Ronald Stoke’, I eli.st (-)indicated
fn thita n11144;
este McAdam, Riehard Wilson.
thought right, was that "colleges
Dal id Brim it’. Robert McNamire not’ attracatting all the student
ara. Kenneth Dean, James Dunn.
P potential th
they should."
William Stanger, Donald West.
Dr. Wahlquist stated facts and
Elizabeth Keller. Benita Camifigures
which
showed
that
not
Thirty-two students will ’receive \\ lo’s Who awit,i, at a
cia. Robert tioroon. Davey Schall students who want to attend
quct to k held at ida’s Fireside inn tomorrow night at 6::0 o’clock.
mitt. Robert Whitehead.
college are able to
Applications
for
the
ASI1
clueThe students were chosen from more than 200 nominees and will
Cairn-ad Mencienhall. Clairene
lions continue to trickle into the
The
high school
principals
Wear in the 1955.1956 edition of Who’s Who Among Students In ASS Office in the Student Union, spent the rest of the day discus- Machade, Richard Thomas, Earl
American Universities and Gilleges.
reports Bob Becker, chief juatice sing problems involved in gra- Pere!, Robert Gordon, Marge DuThe nominees were screened by the Who’s Who committee of the Student Court, but Fri- duates entering college.
puy, EliLu Galarta and Chris
headed by Miss Helen Dinunick, associate dean of students. They were day’s 3:30 p.m. deadline is getSome of the topics discussed Moore
ting closer every minute.
included school-college articulachosen on a point system with
By yesterday afternoon four tion, speech and literary standaCtivities and grades taken in acadditions brought the total number ards at State, admission requirecount.
of applications to 15. with only ments, application procedure and
upperclassmen
are
eligible
All
; teacher placement.
three days left to file.
for the honor which is presented
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
Current breakdown of candiyearly. Presidents and advisors of
dates is as follows: ASB president. was in charee of the meeting,
organizations, department. heads
two: vice-president, four; male re- which is held yearly in the mar- ,
Students who Rev* 1104Mitked
and students themselves- were ennut
prestortattre OVIRIVS thfrel fey"
aoolieelone-for
couraged to nominate someone.
st Cr, recording secretary .i
flee of student chairman of the
SJS’s plans for building expan- corresponding secretary, one ca.
Ray Freeman, student body vicePublic Relations Committee will
president will he master of cere- sion now include a new FiX and female representative at large.
be interviewed by inembers of the
monies at the banquet and Jack one-half block acquisition The none.
Student Council this afternoon at
Holland of the Business Depart- State Department of Education
Offices of sophomore and sen2:30 o’clock in the Student Union
ment will guest speak. ICay Von hopes to get $2,500,000 in 1957- ior representatives each have one ter et Blue Ktv
the
These interviews are the only
Tillow is chairman of the banquet. 58 to buy tbis additional land, candidata, while all other class ninth annual regional convention
according to the 5 year capital posts are still without applicaitem of old business listed on the
Recepients of the honor are:
at
Lewis
and
Clark
College
in
Council’s
outlay program for state colleges. tions
agenda. released yesterDonald Abinante, Richard ArOregon Thursday. Friday and Sat- day by Don Hubbard. ASB presiThe new acquisition would be
Allen
Behr,
Gloria
ington,
urday.
bounded by 10th St. on the eat.
dent The group, however, will
Ifiroan. Phyllis Carter. James
Harold Swaffori. regional di- no doubt be faced with new buaiSan Salvador. St. on the south.
Cottrell, Jose/. DeBendetti, Ann
rector of the national honor fra- nesa items brought up by its memSan Antonio and San Carlos Sts
Dutton, Ray Freeman, Barbara
ternity, stated the program will , bers or the usual weekly corresGrasso, Audrey Itosford, Don on the north, and 9th and 5th
Noon today is the deadline include sessions on atudent-facul. pondence.
Sts. on the west.
Hubbard. Robert Lindsey, Franfer filing applications for the iv relations. guidanee arid conselcis Gerald SteCarthy, Dale Mc.
The half-block acquisition is
ing. and public relations. Guest
Other hated items include cant
appointive office of student
the old }lest Congregational
Pherson and Diane Martinsen.
speaker for the convention
, pits organization and committee
chairman of the Public Relations
James Morley, Barbara Murphy. Church and the adjoining
Committee Applications should he Sig Unander, Oregon state tre- reports from Rally Committee,
Fembly of God Church at 3rd
Maureen Murphy, Eleanor Norris,
be filed in the ASR Office in asurer, and T Lawson McCall, Student Activities Board, Public
and San Antonio Sts. The ColSherry Nuernberg, Henry Ramp.
radio commentator
Relations Committee, Centennial
the Student Union
lege
Joel Saffron, Paul Sakamoto, Mar.
wants this property and.
Student leaders from 17 West Committee, Wito’a Who CommitIn
fact.
the
entire
del Sanders, Aileen Sherry. Caro.
north half of
Coast colleges and universities ’ tee, Civil Defense and class ’counthis block, for a second Science
lam Stelling. Paul Thompson, Kay
’cull attend the convent:an
cOs
Von Tillow, Gretchen Umland. Rob
Weiss
and
,Tacepielii
Wood
Wilh,
this
at
expansion.
crt
SJS would more than double the
size of its present campus. svhich
is no’ bounded by San FernanA semi-formal dance will clido. 9th, San Carlos, and 4th
max the celebration of the Irani’Streets
When completed. th:. six and an New Veal., to be he’d March
30. at the Sainte dare Heldt
one-half
block aegthaition will
Rally Committee will hold an
aacarding to Nasmr Tavaisaali,
include
two
parking
lots,
two
important meeting today at 3:30
classroom 1:mailings, and two dor- chairman of the affair.
p.m. in the Student Union. chairThe dance O being sponsared
mitorica, ece,atiaa to President .
man Jim Cottrell has announced.
by tae International Students OrJahn T. Wahlatao.
Cottrell urged all persons intereanization.
SJS’s ftve-s.ear tentati,e Midested in leading discussion groups.
-Non-roes,- the Iranian w urd for
a2a.619.037. It was
get
rstals
helping with registration. or
New Year, begins on the first
gnidia
aprr,Wel In the State firmed
in other phases of the coinilay of spring, March 21 Howof Education is part of the
ing high school rally converOion
ever, the date of March 30 teas
state’s total fit e-’ ran program
In attend.
aacaen to acenmndate more stufon colleme cala.tal nutlaa
dents to :Merit the extravagansa
The SJS aimortionment
fr Iran. the holiday is marked
the biggest for an indivi
las a sever ri.tv celebration. On
sehoel in the overall hoildine
New Veal’s eve tit: young peaor ieram, which tstaled $191.714.pie its t the older reiteration
107 fasa,’"

Several ASB Posts
SJS Students Receive
32 Who’s Who Awards Without Candidates.
Filing Ends Frida

Expansion Plans
Include More Than
S.IX 131.0 c,k eiircilase

Council Schedules
Interviews Today

Blue Key Members
To Attend Convention

Filing Deadline Today

Dance To Climax
Iranian New Year

Committee To Discuss
High School Conventio-

travel

across Britain alkard
ViNVOLIlit airliner.

tykeable Doll Pic:sure
Deadline Is Thursday
a

MORE VIOLENCE
NICOSIA, Cyprus
(UP)
Hundreds of flag-waving Turkish

(prints ’,warmed through the
streets of Nicosia sm’sterday smaailing Greek allot) windows and
EDEN CONFERs
KnOwialid I R-Calln and other
ahouting for revenge aisainst Greek
LONDON
(UP)
Prime capriots.
CAP legislative leaders discussed the farm bill with Mr Eisen- Minister Sir Anthony Eden anThey ran head-an into a tear
hower at their weekly legislative nounced yesterday he will hold
conference sesterday. Senate De- two sessions of private talks with gas barrage by British security
mocrats meanwhile boasted that Soviet Premier Nikolai !Mean- fences trying to avert blooety
they had won a "back door" vic- in and party leader Nikita Khru- island-wide elastics between Turtory ever the administration in shelve during their visit to Bri- kish and Greek -residents.
The mob, shouting -we want
the fight over high price sup- tain next month.
revenge." was stirred up by eyeports in the farm measure.
In a report to the House of Cnin- witness reports of a clash between
REDS ATTEMPT INVASION
mons, Eden said they will arive at Turkish and Greek Cypriots in
TAIPEI, FORMOSA
(UP) Portsmouth aboard a Soviet war- the northern coastal town of Vass
Five large Communist gunboats ship on April 18 They then will sine yesterday.

I

ing to the sseatherman.

Shaw Comedy
In Debut Tonight

Ike To Veto Senate Farm Bill
Unless Modified Says Sen. Knowland

ate-House conference committee

toted Press In the Santa
lsr.. lane, there should le
slight!s risme tempertures and
gentle mrthr.c.t ’Aim,. In the
northern portion of the state
rains and cloudiness are es
prated The resit of the state
sslII have fair %%rather. accord-

;
I

I
I

Thursday is the last day
dates for the Lykeable Doll contest may submit their photos to
the Journalism Department office. Room .11, Jack Diggins. Lykc
public relations
manager, an
nedineed yesterday
C-ntestants (an have no Greek
affiliations anil should sign their
names, address, and class on the
hack of the photos, Diggins said.
The Lykeable Doll will appear
In the vacation edition of the
college feature magazine. which
will go on sale in mid-May.
"So far we’ve received only
four pictures.’ Diggins said. "but
we certainly hope that more women will enter the context."
The magazine staff members
ask far sontributions from the
student body, especially cartoons
and humor material.

and recehe tria% usitallv money.
tights are left on all Melt to
usher in the new tear brightly.
7 la
vc.r
at

as to
formula A hernial animal i;
erte,1 each year, whoae temperament gho,1 or bad, is said to previen. the c mine cond.ttons of the
ration ing s car
Entertainment for
will include a
sented by Sen.aa
Chinese team, ,aaa
aod, and a amnia
simes sung bs a troop of ira.1

rtudents in c.,etuine.
Bids for tile dance mill be on
sale today in the Carter Quad, or
maybe purchased from the 1S0
officers. Price for the bid is $3
per couple. The dance is slated to
be held tram- 9 p.m to I am
The affair. which will feature
both Persian and popular music,
is not .confined to ISO members
Alritildetas are corass15,!
invited to attend, Tava.ssnli stated.

Mu: CABRAL sill be one of the featured Peraian dancers
for "Nosroot." the Iranian Neu 1 ear dance that alit be held
-March SA from 9 p.m to
at the Sainte Claire Itotcl. The
semiformal affair is being sponsored by the International Students Organization.
--photo ba Barnes
ID.

2
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Food Class To Give
Thursday Dinner
For Faculty Guests

EDITORIAL

SJS Women Progress
Son Jose State agclin is moking its annual acknowledgmen
of Women’s Week this week in cooperation with the Associratect
tslomen students.
Registrotion figures prove that women ore gaining in ins
portance on the SJS rompos. A recint count shows that 3347
of the 7906 regular students enrolled are women. SJS this yeoi

Thursday

progress this past yenr.

Extra-Curricula
dents are avoiding their new Musi-Speech Building these days.
Their reason: 47 students to date
have walked or. rather, crashed
through its gleaming gia.ss-paii
(led-doors The result: serious cuts
and bruises. cracked craniums.
sprained wrists,
and broken
glasses. Complained one victim!
"1 think I feel a law suit cumin
on "
DR AM %V’ PERSONAE:
. noted playl

wrikw; awi

I

,raduate of tin

University of North Dakota. presented his "Bad Seed" manuscript
to UND’s campus library .

are readying

Dakota Playmakers

M

The ’

for Murder," by Freder-

ick Knott, for spring production. I
SJS dramatists vi ill stage It thLI

summer
Santa Clara University’s
male

produclion

Wouks

of

shattering

all-

Hernsan

The

Caine

Muitiny l’ourt-MArtill" cot a
%%hen it MANrousing recent’
eek. Cast
rd Fort Ord IA:4
and crew were sulosentiently in
tiled to attend the !Hiker...its
Of I tregan’s Northwest Destna
ilise-or baton Conference.
LI Camino College dramatists
are

rehearsing scenes from

Prerninger’s

controversial

and

Mel

F

on

staged at Oc1.14i week. Un-.
fortimatels. the leading lady
fainted on stage following her
Broadwayi, was
cidental College

first

few

lines.
MOST

SIG-

DE.
By 1.1, VON1)ERE3IBS
VELOPMENT
Spring is the time when a young man’s fancy turns to love, a girl,
OF THE WEEK
(’ruz. Around the campus of SJS, thd latter is found more
f r o in George and Santa
W .1 S II 1 it 1.....011 frequently, but with the coming of spring. it also has brought new
U niversity’, couples around Washington Square.
Let’s take a tour around the various major fields (scholastically
"Hatchet":
’ speaking of course).
"OSKA,
JaIn the biological science field,
pan
- Japan
we tint] the pre-med student and
ese police arans girl quite occupied. Springtime
rested
threc
I inds him not quite so serious
student readei
4..111rOttli.1 Student Fc.schers
about desoxypentosenueleoprotein
of a 40-member callee group *aviation will debate the question and motus infuntlibuliformis. Inwho severely ’beat up and in-Should Teachers He Unionized?" stead, his thoughts turn to physiogjured’ their professors immeciitomorrow night at 7 o’clock in nomy and just plain -cutting up."
ately after receiving their diploFlit?
mas."
Then there’s the drama major
Delta Phi Upsilon will hold a
and his girl. a home cc major from
POTPOURRI:
special work meeting tomorrow
ewii_LStruiss Atomic En- ist-6:46-pm:
Room 161.
-- Livermore, whit Jeonabine their- talergy etrinTiSSiOn chairman, will
Institute of Radio Engineers ents for a presentation of "The
speak before UCLA students next will hear guest speaker Dr Burns Egg and I," and find out that it’s
week .
. Trojan; at Saturday Woodward, at its meeting tonight -Cheaper by the Dozen."

The

Southwestern

premieis

Spring Bouquets

night’s jazz concert there heard
the George Shearing Quintet, the

Reedley College flopped, and no

wonde r. Explained Reedley’s
"Jungle (’hard: "If you don’t
like the simple idea .of buying
Bermuda shorts for just one day,
why just cut the legs off a pair
-larks or denims"
.
Italian
,,ident

at

the

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
10th and
Santa Clara
Come in and

or

SPP US Today

Phone CV 2-0962

Giovanni Grunehi tourUniversity of California

la ,I

week.

Cronchi:

-Good "
A new manes’ professor at
the University of Texas is requesting students there to sub.
mit to ,him all dead birds or
Imerts found on campus . . A
Cal Poly student has just cornpleted the meticulous construction of a gadget wrist-radio that
may he worn undetected or fit-

into a cleArette package.
He want* to keep abreast of

ted

Ask To See

litdroy’s
BACK BACK ROOM
i..’

World Series games next Call.
Mexican-born trumpet virtmco

Rafael

considered the
finest artist in his field, proved
last week at the University of
Arkansas .. . A $12.500 fire gutted Humboldt State College’s
gymnasium last week. The cause:
burning cigarettes in several unemptied trash cans
Mendez,

Ed Board Outlaws Gifts
iNeol.N. Neb. (UP)

Thp

Lincoln board of education ha,.
adopted a resolution outlawing
silain small gifts, such as apples,
’1I pupils to teachers Also
hers may give no presents
diutentsonly cars& on such
. 4 as Valentine’s Day
Forty-seven children were
uated from kindergarten in
land, Ind complete with
mencement ceremonies, d i
motar board caps
Large Selection of Formals
Wedding Dresses on Hand
Gel your llx 1 4 portrait FREE
with purchase

Lobs for Class?
Vif Park It For You

.

Cash

by Awe

Charg

r

at 7:30 o’clock in E118.
Over in the Science Department,
International Students Organi- we find the chemistry major workwill
hold
a
cabinet
meetsation
ing on a new catalyst, while the
ing today at 3:30 p.m. in SD118.
prof iS seen eyeing his students
Newman Club will hear the who bring cider to class for their
Rev. John S. Duryea speak on coffee break.
"The New Liturgy for Holy
How about the psychology major
Week" at its meeting tonight at
who’s about to lose his head when
8:15 o’clock in Newman Hall.
*vigil Affairs Committee will his girl gives him the latest edition
meet tomorrow at 3:3o p tn. in of the "Kinsey’ Report."
Student Union,
Springtime for the math major
Spartan Chi will make final sees him with his girl, a language
plans for its ski trip at its meet- major, on the beaches of Santa
ing tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Room Cruz. Ile rinds the sands a fine
11.
place to check figures, while his
Tan Delta Phi will hold a girl is faced with the realization
smoker tomorrow at 7:30 pm. at that ’ actions speak louder than
Alpine Park. Regular business words!"
meeting for activities at 6:45 p.m.
Around the Police School, we
at Alpine Park.
find the police major trying to
make a few extra pinches this
spring, while his girl, a journalism
major, is trying to keep one step
ahead or him.
Pivoting into the Physical Education Department. we see the P.E.
majo: trying to teach his girl the
By DON SHEETS
"Techniques of Teaching Games
It will come as a surprise to for All." However, his P.E. major
no one that spring is abotrt to girl friend, just in from a fast
put in her annual appearance. And ’game of hockey, seems more interoith its impending arrival what ested in "The Field Book of Na
could be more natural than an lure Activities." or in tire pameditor begging, imploring, or fi- phlet "How to Teach Folk and
nally demanding that his, or in this Square Dance " After a few forinstance. her. hirelings scurry to ward passes. which fall incomplete,
the aid of their paper.
our hero finds himself benched,
Following are just a few possible because of foul play.
topics a writer may choose!
From the Engineering Depart
Lave. Someone once said that
ment, we find the engineering
a
soung
mart’s
In the spring
student spending leas time on su;
fancy turns to love. Or is it, in per structure and blueprints, and
the spring a young man’s love devoting his time and ingenuity to
turns fancy.
"planning designs" on his girl.
The. Beach. Naturally, right on
In the field of art, we see the
the heels of spring is summer,
and you luckier ones can look for- girl of an art major trying to get
her sweetie to change his major.
ward to chalking up some bead,Lire drawing at Santa Cruz can be
time.
Fashions. Spring traditionally quite a hussle.
Last hut by no means least, we
signals in the new. slimmer, more
revealing look in the fashion have the poor Spartan Daily re
porter. To him or her, us, and
world.
Spring-fever. This mysterious af- me. springtime means only one
fliction, highly contagious, will pro- thing. The Spartan Daily Office
vide enterprising reporters in will he hotter than usual during
quest of a spring story a wealth of the beachtirne hours. So live it up
kiddies, your day is coming.
material.
The next time yqu wander te
Well, the afdre mentioned are
only a few possible spawning acme 61 your classes, unless they
be held at Santa Cruz of course
grounds for spring yarns.
Bolt now, back . .. to the bus .. note the spring fever in the air
is . . . sh . . hay .
. Only and see if you can spot some of
the tounDus couples, who like the
mentioned spring . . ft. . ver
aerunaritical major, have their
but ... now . . res . . . mi .
heads ’n the clouds.
eyes . . fo . . .

Reporters Choose
Topics For Spring

It ulti

Audrey’s
SAN ANTONIO
he onl /mews
cv 4.4341

gradPortcom(mos

PARKING

See

76 W.

industry,
a’

T C P

Silva’s Shell
and coo Fernando
Across from Student Union
Fourth

Din

Opiin at 1 P M
by Candlelight of

th

HOUSE OF PIZZA
. p3,1. ser Tole* Out-. . .
Almaden Aye
CY 7-9011
Where You (Mt YrJOI Mopy s Worth

395

To prove the strength of a
,lant US jet bomber, the manu(acturer had to subject the Plane’s
win
Inad_onnore
one billion pounds, 89 mach as
ttie combined weight of eight
Forrestal aircraft carriers.

saint

Dutch

scientƒ

have developed a process by whi
high-grade pectin, a substanee t

"We’d like. to take you upstairs
and show you the real graciousness of fraternity life, but it’s
sort of a rule around here to
%tail until tit’ f (Pilot,. is pledged "

Tmnottow,

? Free Entertainment ?
Don’t Miss It

Gimelli

Floral Artist
Propa;es Your Eaer Gift
4* .1 (0.11Sitiel.311,1 to
Voriltnts

miliar to homemakers who put
jellies and jams, is mixed s.
milk out sugar. After that.. fi

Third and Santa Clara

CT 5.4934

juice is added.

Meetings

breaking film. "The Man
the Golden Arm," for a one-act
triology next week . . . Cinema- UCLA’s -Smiling Irishman" at
TV actor Andy Devine) "Pete Kel- Friday night’s St. Patrick’s Ball.
SHORT Clacturr
ly’s Blues") and, strangely, Ari"Bermuda
Shorts
Day"
at
zona State College’s most illusalumnus, returned there
la:d week to recite a few "dine!, ’
about Wild Bill Hickock Cw

Love, Girls, Santa Cruz
Cause Males To Revolve

NIFICANT

Otto
Dave Pell Octette, and the 111eudeCinemactress Mona Freewith Lo’s
man
("Battle
Cry"1 crowned

trious

Flavored Milk
To Undergo Trial

of Jean Giradoule Imacinatice
-Ondlne," a fragile fantasy
about a water sprite and her
hi ight (which starred Audres
Hepburn

1

The hostess Is allowed to spend
no more than $I per person attending the dinner Preparing ite
grocery order, planning a ples
ant ’atmosphere for the dinioI
and arranging centerpieces for
the table are a part of the hostess’l
ITHACA, N.Y. (1.1P) -- The
Job.
agricultui ’
The dinners are held in the de- I Cornell University’s
icirtment clinin3 room, and have experiment station plans to
fruit-flat/0i’
It least two courses Mrs Barbara I a "Dutch treat"
Lindsay will be hostess for the milk.
Barring technical problems ts
first dinner. and Virginia Tinilati
will be ass:stant hcstess. Mabel selling of strawberry, chei I .
Higashi will be the student guest. peach or blackberry milk in veil I
machines is slated to start a,
The guest dinners will continue
until the end of April, accordiwt Cornell this spring.
to Miss Young.
Dr B. F Hallam:1 head of tio
university’s department of di.’

The Cornell experiment will be
Dutch

the first tests made of the
oroee,,s inn-this country.
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puns, little sprig will soon grow
Into

a

giant

Dawn

Heft

I

tree." Dale Koby, senior English
major, seems to he thinking.
photo by Steinreich

Dawn Redwood
Now on Campus
By JIM KALLENRACH
As you pass by the college
chapel during the day, you’re
sure to notice something new has
been added to the grounds. That
something is in the form of a
young dawn redwood tree, which
recently

was

planted

by

the

gardeners
Your first reaction, chances are,
be one of the following
"That is a tree? But It doesn’t
look much bigger thorn a weed!
or "just what is a dawn redwood "
It’s true the sapling’ isn’t min !,
will

now,

but in a matter of a

few

be as tall and I
straight as Its cousin the sequoia
- well. almost anyway.
years,

It

will

The dawn rertwomi is

type

a peenii:ii

of redwood. It doesn’t gr
to such heights as most of the
more, COMM011 redwood trees to
be found throughout the state,
tier tIOPS it have the hemlock-like
foliage and oblong cones that are
so common ,to most sequoia redwoods Instead it bears leaves In

the spring, only to shed them in I
’ate fall.
It does yield a red 4yesvoix1,
ind like Its "cousin" redwoods,
lives to attain a very old age
The sapling Is a recent gift to
5.15 by Dr. James DeVoss, former executive dean

ROBERT LAWS
01 0/

Yt
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"Both the faculty and the sin
derirs enjoy the dinners," Mes
Young commented. Two students
are responsible for each dinner,
alie being the hostess, and the
other, assistant hostess. Five far’-i
ulty guests and wives are invited I
as well as one student guest from
the foods class.

department and religious groups.
We can see that along with the continual growth of Si
the women are keeping in step with the progress of the collego
sduclentc f
We salute the women’s orgoniz,,Jionc (1

E

people probably are ass-al.’
this event svhich has taken

place annually iii the deparlit.e:d
for many years. Miss Katherine
Young. assistant professor (ii
home economics and foods eta...Instructor, explained that the
dinners are meant to be a con- ’
rinuation of ciass work, and an
experience in entertaining atii
preparing D.od correctly and ai
.ractively.

en’s honorary service socmty; Women’s Athletic Association in

State

v.; wiII start the
foud elasNes

Few
of

the baginning of each year stoves to acquaint new students with ;
activities of the group.
The 16 campus women’s organizations include Black Matqui;
senior women’s honor soc;ey; Spurtan Spears, sophomore won;

By VI ’s I

-rtosaW".

paring guest dinners for fas(o
members.

sponsors such activities as Women’s Week, Jack 0 Clubs Donee,
March Melodies and Recognition Banquet. The organization I,
open to nil women students, ond the Big-LittleSister program o

Sacramento

Bibler

ƒƒ=or

:he Home. Economies Departmto,t
on the traditional praetice of prO

has 16 organizotions especially designated for women, with AV(ir
being the highest membership group. An addition of two neve
cnmpus sororities brings the total to 12 societies.
Associated Women Students, lorgest membership group,

their

e

econtiP semester

by Dick

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Mantell, Fleanor Valente, Dirk Casual.

,,ervi(e

... 5 Barbers ...
, 68 E. SAN FERNANDO

CANVAS PANELS
FOR OIL

PAINTINC.

8x10
12x16
14x18

25
45
55

16x20
18x24

70
90

20x24

1.00

’’x28

San Jose Paint
& WALLPAPER COMPANY
101)01-1 ihnr, r: ,,,. 1
112 S. 2nd St.

cv 7 1447

Women Counselers Wanted
Ten weeks

camping experience for women 19 and over.
$75 to $200 for the complete season .. Call Sycamore 2 6189

for inteiview during Easter vacation, or write for applicatio.

Pasadena Area Girl Scout Council Summer Comp
505 South Oak Knoll Ave.
Pasadena 5 ,California

Cooked To OrdEr

Any Size

Carry Outs

PIZZA
MONTI’S . 1745 El CaminoMountain View

SiS To Meet West’s Best

1Froni
This Corner
Ry PETER MECKEI.
Sports Editor
It appears San Jose State will have to go a long ways in order
to find another football coach with Ihe qualities of Bob Bronzan,
present Spartan mentor whose resignation after the 195s se:con was
announced last week.
There are few individuals who are better students of the
game
than Bronzan. The Spartan mentor is held in esteent
throughout football circles for his knowledge of the grid game. Recognition
of his
ability brought him "Northern California Coach
of the Year" honors
in 1952 and 1954.
His ability and industry in leading the Spartans into
football’s big
tent !nought him numerous offers from both
professional and college
teams, however he resisted all offers in coder to stay
at San Jose.
Bronzan is expected to attend StMilord when he takes
his
sabbatical leave following the fall
football season There he plans to
complete work towards a doctorate.
Always interested in professional
..--res
Pttucation. Bronzan felt the time
..at
for
e
and concentration demanded by
coaching prevented him from devoting the time he wished to education.
,ETNITS144144 I 400 SOMISTSt
While at San Jose, Bronzan comLAST 4 DAYS
piled a record of 30 wins. 23 losses
and four ties. This is an outStudent Admission Prices
-landing record, considering what
9.15-11.00 ! 1100-4.00 After 4
little State has to offer Prospective
50c I 75c
90c
athletes in the way of jobs and
i pi.
SIUULNI5 90c SAT SUN 1101IDATS

3
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Scoreboard

GUYS AND
‘- I DOLLS
r
CINEIRASCOPCang COLOR! ri

STUDIO
SUSAN
HAYVVARD
IN

’I’ll Cry
Tomorrow"
RICHARD CONTE - EDDIE ALRERT
JO VAN RUT - DON TAYLOR
RAY DANTON

UNITED ARTISTS
"NEVER SAY GOODBYE"
Rot It Huthun - Cornull

Bonhers

Also

"RED SUNDOWN"
Racy Calhoun

CALIFORNIA
SCIENCE

FICTION

THRILLER

INVASION OF THE
BODY SNATCHERS
Plus THE ATOMIC MAN

MAYFAIR

Splinter. broad jumper
San Jose State’s varsity track’ ona on Saturday.
Tate. who Weedy upset t
men departed for Arizona by car I Arizona figures to g,%,. the Sp
this morning where they will try I tans more trouble than the Tented’ heralded Dick Dorsey and Jon Arnscorer for
It) will the Arizona State collegiate spikesters. Although able le will ett last week is the high
come
up
against
Spartan bowls
week- only one event against a tout ii Aruona.
track
and
field
title
over
the
the hest of the west tomorrow end.
Coach Buil Winter’s spikemen
tot USC spike squad last weekend.
Will be favored because the Sparnight when they enter the Paciiic
The Spartans take on Arizona the Wildcats figure to have enough tans boast more depth than their
Coast Intereollagiate champion State of Tempe Friday night and strength to give the Spartans
hosts. Lang Stanley, who ripped
ships in Sacramento in the "lies then meet the University of Ariz- I trouble.
I off a 4:22.8 mile Saturday in leadseason.
match of the
ing lite Spartans to sictory over
the Santa Clara Youth Center, will
Meeting such high srade contras
be heavily favored in his speciality.
talon as the tournes fasorite, lila
the halfmile. there counted on for
ho State. and the other strong
first places are
W. Rhodes, pole
three-day
meet.
squads in the
vault. Al Ross, 440, Lynn Greene
javelin, Ed Mill, discus, and Dolt
won’t be anything new for Coach
Hubbard, two mile.
Julie Menendez’ chsrges. They have
been meeting and holding their
own all season long against topnotch competition;-winning three
dual meets, dropping one, and tieing another.

TODAY’S EVENTS
/None scheduled)
YESTERDAY S RESULTS
Baseball

Sacramento State

8, San lose

6
Swimming. Lincoln High School 44, San
Jose f rash 24
Tennis Son Jose Oiegon Slate rno1:11
cancelled.

Show Slate

AMERICA’S OWN MUSICAL!
THE PICTURE OF THE YEAR!

Mittmen Spartans Go After Arizona State
To Enter Title in Weekend Track Events
PCI Meet

--SPARTAN DAILY

MONDAY S RESULTS
Galt: San Jose iunior varsity
Monterey Peninsula College 51,,

151/,

Hardtops Start Sunday

Competing in the tournament are
boxers from Idaho State, Nevada,
Washington State, Cal Poly. Stanford, California. Santa Clara, College of Idaho, Chico ’State, Sacra.
mento State and Cal Puly.

US Still Big Time

"There’s a lot of lurk involved
in the tournament," Menendez
said. Idaho State is the favorite to
win, but a lot depends on how the
drawings come out, the Spartan
ring coach added. If one school
draws tough opponents in the preliminaries it probably will be
weakened by the time the finals
come around Saturday night.

co set off
[’won’t:VI
ƒ
much speculation on two points.
Some Bay Area sportswriters
thought the move might mean Sall
rose’s drive toward big time fool
ball would be ended. However both
Itronzan and Glen "Tiny" Hart
ranft, head of the S.IS Physical Ed
twation Department, were quick ts
Amy these rumors.
Both pointed to President John
T. Wahlquist’s special committee
which is stildsing ways of enlargin.; Spartan Stadium and the ambitious grid games already scheduled as far ahead as 1959 as evidence that San Jose was going full
blast with plans of beconting a grid

All the Spartan mittmen. with
the exception of Jim Davie. are
in good shape for the meet. Davis
won’t compete because of a cut on
his forehead. Menendez feels all
his charges stand a good chance.
The coach feels that it will take
three division champions to win
the tourney.

power.

For the first time in years, the
heavyweight division will offer the
strongest competition as there will
be eight battlers slugging it out
for the championship.

No New Coach Yet
Although no successor to !Ironran is to be named until 1956.
already interest is mounting on
whether the new mentor will be
new or a member of the present
staff. Hartranft reports there has
been nothing done toward hiring
a new coach and that nothing will
be done in the near future. He
commented. "I consider the football situation to be in good hands
for the present time."
From this corner it would seem
Spartan assistant coaches Bill
Perry, Gene Menges and Max Coley have the jump on any outsider for the San Jose head job.
Perry has been on the Spartan
staff since Bronzan became head
oach. Chief assistant to Bronzan,
l’erry is a former SJS gridder and
coached at Campbell High before
returning to State.
Menges, a former star quarterback for the Spartans. has-backfield coach since 1952, while
Coley, also a former Spartan,
joined the staff last year

.

Co-Rec To Feature
Indoor Athletics

Spartan Tennis Team
Hold Intrasguad Tilt

Why Pay More?
Moler Haircuts

50

Moler Barber College

" Fine Meats"
I
Hotels - Restaurants
Institutions

WI

Clifford

Coach Jerry Vronm’s San Jose
State junior varsity golf team
stunned Monterey Peninsula College, 151/2-514, Monday afternoon
on the Pebble Beach course.
Medal scores for the Spartans
were Eddie Dunes 75; Miss Carley, 81; Ray Waterman, 83; Gary
Gurley, 83 and Ed tioine. 85.
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1
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Beasley

4
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4
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3
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0
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O

0 I Cawdle

Totals 40 6
Scorn by innings:
Spartans
Sacramento

Totals
000
401

101
001

16 8

To save money on a car,
Try

San Jose

CY 7-0895

SAN JOSE MOTOR SALES
383 Keyes

San Jose
Launderette
463 S 2nd

San Jose comestied six errors
behind the pitching of Borghesam
and Hal Kolstad. The latter looked!
sharp by striking out three of the
four hatters to face him in the I
last two innings.

Complete laundry
5-en/Se

Jerry Clifford banged out a Iwo I
run homer in the ninth for the
visiting nine while Chuck Reynold
hit a solo round-tripper earlici
Clifford and third baseman Dos
Ildolgen each had two hits for Sas

Dry Cleaning

022-6
705 8

6-30-Alpha Tau Omega vs. Phi Sigma

Green Squad won by forfeit over MU Kappa
Mir Alpha
6 30-PiKappa Alpha vs. lambda Ch,
Phi Epsilon Kappa 47, Tapas He Keg Alpha

SHIRTS

20c

DENIMS

40c

Try Us And
SAVE

Southern California Edison Co.
trill interview Engineering Graduates
on March 22, 1956

9

Sooners won by forfeit over Too Dells
he sparked the Oriocei to a 53clam
53, Outcasts 37
32 win over the Outcasts. Laurel
Today s Schedule
Mayer scored 17 for the losers.
11,00Phi Mu Alpha vs. IfT
The Ravens continued to remain
4,00Tau Dells vs Outcasts
in the race with a 5-1 record by
5:00lumbers vs. Ravns
clobbering Alpha Phi Omega, 572:00Newmo Five vs. Sparyts
19. Frank Bouts led the winners
630-Alpha Phi Omega vs Dugout
with 16 points.
Dandies
Dick Koch joined Kumagai in
6.30-Slip Slicks vs. Reimers
the 20 and up club by picking up
7-3O-Toppa Ni. Keg vs Sparta Chl
an even 20 markers in leading the
7 30-Green Squad vs. Phi Epsilon
LIT to 3 52 45 will over the Bomb
Kappa
ers.
Thursday,
Monday, Results

27

ƒ011Oƒbr

St

SA
. NiENTO --Exploding for
four big runs in the first inning.
the Sacramento State nine stopped
San Jose’s winning streak at five
games yesterday with an 8-6 victory
here.
The victorious Ifornets, who
tallied the first frame runs on only
four singles off Spartan pitcher
Representing San Jose in the Bob Borghesani, successfully held
star-studded divisions are Chung. off a rally by the visitors in the
112 potmds: Bob Tafoya, 119; Pete Final two innings to chalk up the
Cisneros, 125; Al Julian, 132; We!- . win
*
yin Strom!, 139; Stan Rubine, 147:
Max Voshall, 165; Jack Nelson, 178 Spartans Al R H Hornets AR R H
S
I
1
and Mel Ratkovieh, heavyweight Gilbert S 0 0 Olsen
Wristd
4
1 I Pullorn
S
7
2
1Rahnsing 5
0 1 Heath
3
3
1

J. V. Golfers Win

115 S. First St. - San Jose

Hornets Snap Spartan’s
n reak at Five Tilts

Newmo Five Threatens Sparvets
In Today’s Intramural Feature

SARATOGA

170 Younger Ave.

Ws
ROGER 1.11‘P.S. Spartan pole vaulter, attempts to clear the Al
foot mark in the sJS-Santa Clara Youth Center track meet Saturday
photo hs Ilawkina
at Spartan field.

One point will be given for each
preliminary and quarter-final win,
three points for semi-final victories and five points will be awarded
to the division champion.
W

T. C. UM Nti, a battling 112
pounder. uill be one of the lost
bets tor the Spartans in the Pa- I One ’of the best bets for the
C
cific Coast Intercollegiate toterna- Spartans tomorrow Right Is
ment that gets underway in sac- Chung, highly regarded 112 pound
contender. Chung was the only
rament tomorrow night.
Spartan to win in the inter-mountain tourney. He fought five pounds
over his weight in last week’s dual
meet with Washington State, and
was defeated in a close decision.

Something new as indoor entertainment and recreation will be
featured at tonight’s Co-Rec session. An indoor softball game will
be offered under the leadership
JANE RUSSELL
of Randy Rienstead.
The game is scheduled to begin
at 7:30 p.m. At 8 o’clock, a badEL RANCHO
minton game will get underway.
with volleyball following at 9
"R A N S 0 M"
o’clock.
GUNN FORD
DONNA REM
Last week, co-rec had a mixed
ALSO
basketball game and will sched"Bottom of the Bottle"
ule another if the participants
show interest.
With yesterday’s scheduled ten-’ Co-rec meets every Wednesday
TOWNE
ohs match with Oregon State can- night from 7:30 to 10 pin. in the
"THE MAN WHO LOVED
celled, Coach Hugh Mumby’s Women’s Cym.
Spartan netters engaged in an
REDHEADS"
intrasquad "challenge" match on
MOIRA SHFARER
_ Also
the Backesto Park courts
Joe Norton defeated Rich De
"THE BIG KNIFE"
Lambert in two sets to retain
Hollywood F Noosed! Terraic Showl
Ilia spot as fifth singles player
and Chuck Riley stopped Randy
Reinstedt in three sets Riley will
meet De Lambert today to see
Newmo Five will get A chance
WALT DISNEY S
who will play sixth singles tomorrow against powerful Univer- to halt a seven game winning
"THE LITTLEST OUTLAW"
streak of the powerful Sparvets
PLUSAcademy Award nominatd
sity of Redlands.
short subjeo
-GADGETS GALORE"
The squad was weakened when when the two teams clash this afDon Anger, fourth-singles was ternoon in the feature game of the
Al-ninjured last week and will be Intlependent Intramural Basket-JOHNNY APPLESEED"
ball League Game.
out or artion
Tip-oft will be at 5 o’clock.
The Spar-vets clobbered Slip
Sticks, 71-14, Monaay behind the
scoring of Fred Wilson, Don
Ebaugh. Larry Hover and Bryce
Smith for their seventh win against
no defeats. Wilson and F.baugh hit
19 points, while Smith and Hover
tanked 16 and 15 points respecShave
25c
CENTS
Treat yourself:
tively.
Al;
Green Squad remained on the
Work
heels of the Sparvets by taking
Supwvhed
a forfeit victory over Phi Mu Alby LIcnsed
pha. The Green Squad, which
41 West San Fernando
In
boasts a 5-0 mark. meets Phi EpsiOpen 9 to 6 Mon. thru Sat.
lon Kappa at 7.30 o’clock.
Newmo Fire kept its chances
alive by dumping Sparta Chi, 42’ 34. Ron Thompson scored 16 for
ENGLES & BROWN
the winners, while George Chin
Wholesale
and James Hom tanked 14 and’
12 for Sparta Chi.
Purveyors
Yosh Kumagai was high scorer
of
for the evening with 24 points as
THE SHRIKE"
JUNI AUr6nN
Also "THE FRENCH LINE"

19:iti hardtop raving season Sun3111’11100n. V. it ti a 10-eyent card
Mitch w Ill millets. P1 esentation of
a trophy to the owner DI the
-best looking car" as selected is
ti

ro,
Civil Engineers
Mechanical Engineers

Positions Are Available

Electrical Engineers
I sceptional oppLtllnillt-. I -’ii 1.inr1.,Ilt iitLc America’s
fastest growing electric utility. Ask for information
about I dison’s unusual employee benefit program.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Spring Styles at 5% Discount
Featuring colleg2 sizes at our college shop

7 30-Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs Kappa

IFT SE. Somber’ 45
Hem’s. Five, 47, Sparta Chi 34
Ravens 57, Alpha Phl Omega 19
Sparvits 71, Slip Sticks 14

Tor

Brims this ad with you and get a 5’. discount
One time only.
on any amount you buy

7.30-Signm CM vs. Kappa Alpha

11.30-S’ama Na v..
8 11- Theta Chi vs

Delta Upsilon
Delft, S,rina . ii

won’t want to miss this biq
Smart college men, opetotors -pnr ecellenrDroo n and see for
introductory offs..
Lasts lust two weeks. . .
spring selectioncollege

youisell our sharp
Slocks,

McGregor

Jackts,

To s.re 40.

Coals and Suits .

THE BOY’S STORE

10 BUE’S MARKET

and College Shop

FPF.E [EH 5[LL
Where Quality Meets Prices Frc-,rr. Farm to You

1481 Almaden Rd., San Jose

sires in pegged’, Rough III,der
Circle...el Sport

Artvogurr Shirts, land Shoes,

CY, 2-3346

Hobby Shop Downstairs

321 S. 1st St.

Phone CY 3-11148

KM

egƒemaIhregagioNIIINJ

WomenS
’section WAA Plans Activities
4

SPARTAN DAILY

Wednesday. March

Week for Women
%Vonien’s Week. a scek
devoted to stomen’s clubs and or
ganizatlons is being held on
campus this %%reit. The various
activities for the event Include:
a kater earni al. fashinn show
March Melodies and a chapel
tiers ice.
The program Is being sponsored by the Asociated
Vatnen Students. kith Ann Duttan,
president,
hamiling
arrangements.

21, 1956

Participation
Of Interest
To Sororities

Representatives from each house
meet once a week to foster cooperation and friendship among
all sororities as well as to blend

WAA Plans To Serve SJS Women;
Designs Activities for Unskilled Player
The Women’s Athletic Assxiation on campus is planned to
serve all of the women of SAn Jose State Collei.w. Tlie. programs and

activities are intended to he such that all girls will participate in them
and enjoy them.
WAA is governed by an executive
c..n4i--ts of the
asual officers plus a manager for ;-.?ach of the sports and several
.ipecial appointive positions.

AWS Views
yle Sh ow

This semester, bowling, bad
-ninton. basketball, orchesis, swim
:ning and rifle club are in full n’" t
swing.

All of the activities are free of
SANDY SINGER
cost except bowling which is of
w
fi,
sjs
a pre_
Panhellenic President
tem/ at a reduced rate, and rich view of the well-rounded summer
their interests with those of the ing which is paid per hour. The
non-sorority members. This group sports equipment is furnished free wardrobe yesterday, as students
modeled fashions from Stuart’s
known as the Panhellenic Coun- of charge.
Apparel and Stuart’s Tall Girl
cil, sponsors an annual fall dance
WAA activities are not designed Shop in San Jose.
to which all sorority girls and
The show, which featured an
their dates are invited. Sandy for the more skilled players. The
Singer is president of the Pan- clot) plans to give an easygoing all-cotton cast, included swim
enjoyable afternoon or evening of suits, sport dresses. semi-dressy
hellenic Council this year.
fun to .girls who enjoy sports, and dresses, dressy dresses, sport and
The sororities Join in a forwho perhaps would have no other I casual suits, dressy suits, sepmal rushing period at the beway to participate in such activity.. arates of blouses and skirts, play
ginning of each semester. To be
clothes and fashions for the short.
eligible for rushing a girl must
Besides regular weekly activities.. medium and tall girl
be on clear standing scholastiWAA schedules numerous play
It marked the second activity
cally.
days sith other colleges in the in Women’s Week, which is sponThe 12 sororities on campus are
Bay Area.
sured by the Associated Women
Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha OmiStudents. The show was staged
cron Pi. Alpha Phi, Chi Omega,
Several special functions include
Delta Gamma, Delta Zeta, Gam- the Hoe-Down and the Awards ’ in the ’ballroom of the Catholic
ma Phi Beta, Kappa Alpha Theta. Banquet. In conjunction with Women s Center.
Kappa Delta, Kappa Kappa Gam- AWS, there is an annual AWS- . Student models included Bobbie Phum, Pat O’Connell, Sandie
Phi Mu and Sigma Kappa. WAA Barbecue in the sprin2
Mulzanne, Tritzie Morris, Carolyn
Frey, Joanne Swenson, Bonnie
Soc, Sandia Trainor and Vera
Pogojeff.
Jacque Wood acted as commentator for the all-girl sho:.v that

Freeman Rules Over All
Women’s Week Activities
Ray

Freentiin,

Ja,is U

had a capacity crowd.
The wardrobe viewed

covered

(dui

cct:cr Wonum a .n:tivt : fashions for any form of sumnes this week. He was selected for the honor at the AWS dance ; mer sport parties, barbecues or
Saturday night.
other social gatherings.

Freeman is a junior business adinumtration major from Ontario
Calif. He now is ASB vice, president and a member of Eta Mu Pi and

Blue Key.
The new Jack 0 Clubs is 21, is
6 ft 2 in. tall, weighs 165 pounds,
and has brown hair and blue
eyes. His special interests are in
student government for as he says:
"I enjoy working with people. and
being vice president lends me
this opportunity.’
Competing for the Jack 0’ Clubs
title were Dale McPherson,
Ralph Parker, "Corney" Reese,
Al Walburg. Freeman and Al
Behr

an.1 students. There’s al- tamed for two consecutive sem,
cays a Santa Claus at the party. ters to be eligible for monk
Later in the month they sponsor ship.
a Door Decoration Contest for all
Purposes of this organizat.
houses and living groups. First, are to enrourage high stands!’
second and third place trophies of leadership in the fields of ph:.
ire awarded to the winning con- ical education and recreation.
testant:.
promote professional grow!
Favors for hospitals or provision among physical education and
of entertainment for requesting ; reation majors at SJS and to re
grours is another service per ognize and encourage high st.i!
formed by AWS in the month of I dards of scholarship.

Purposes of this organization
are to further the professional
interests of women in the fields
of physical education and recrear
liecember
tion. to promote and maintain unPlans for Women’s Week,
ity among faculty and women
students, to provide opportunity. which alwaƒs comes in March,

for departmental social activities
and to maintain

and stock

decorations

table cloths
napkins
tapers
moulded candles
cutouts

the

STATIONERS
77 So.

CY 2-4161

1st

-

no better time to save a buck

by

and the oppOrtunities for women
in fields of health, physical edu-

GREYHOUND

For Easter trips home or travel any time of the year
Greyhound’s the greatest! Low-Cost Luxury all the way.
Check these sample fares

cation and recreation.

on a variety show for the event.

LINDSAY’S

are staited in January. Much
time and energy is spent on the

Major Club Library in the Wornen’s Gym which is available
or all students Other aims of the
organization are to abide by the
nurpuses of the student unit of
CAHPER, California Association
Health, Physical Education and
,Recreation, which is a state professional organization ’for all men
and women interested, and to
promote interest and participatio:
in the activities of the student un.
of CAHPER.
Ev..ery year the Major Club has
an annual Christmas party and
camp jamboree. as well as professional meetings which are of
special interest to women. Included in these meetings are such
things as master lessons in modern
dance. talks on professional ethic.

The Major Club co-sponsors
with Tau Gamma. physical edu .
cation -recreation honor society.
the annual Alumni Breakfast
and Major
amp. Major lamp
is a week-end camp trip at
the beginning of the fall semester It is used to keep old meinhers in touch nith cacti other
and to get acquainted 55 ith the
new students and faculty In
the department.
One Of the most interesting
meetings held during the Year
is the Senior meeting, or Bean
Feed. The graduating Seniors put

place cards

ANN DUTTON
.VVƒ S Presddeid
aquacade, chapel service, March
Melodies and its coveted trophies. the fashion show and this
.sear the "Jack o’ Clubs" dance.
In the spring AWS sends two

or more girls to the province convention, this year being held in

From San Jose to
Los Angeles
San Diego
Sacramento

5.85
7.50
2.50
S

T

Re.urn trp

Reno
Redding
Modesto
Icsi

.

5.50
4.90
1.90
oo round hrip

oe

Colorado.

Near the end of the school year
AWS sponsors the Recognition
Banquet honoring the 100 most ac .
five women on campus. They also
co-sponsor the Cat’s Meow Barbe,
i cue in the spring.

J

G. STEELE, Agent
25

S Market St
CY

5-4151

Nobody"spared the horses"
in the ’56 Chevrolet !

Women’s Week
Begins With Splash
First event of Women’s %Seek
was the Water Carnival. held
Monday afternoon in the Women’s Gym The event was sponsored by the AWS. A water ballet
-o’.o performed by Lin Sheehan

11,ghlighted the event
The carnival also included comedy relays and two racing relays
The Women’s Physical Education
Department was In charge of arrangements for the event.
_

The AN’S dance was one of the
first events of Women’s Week, and

more than 150 couples attended
the activity
The dance was held at the San
Jose Women’s Club and featured
and Irish theme Bob Russell and
his band furnished the music.
Kay Daly IA’as in charge of the
name Her committee included
Elaine Per -y, decorations; Pat
O’Connell, coronation; Pat Meams.
refreshments. and Joan Healy.

113. Each seek

Easter table

Tau Gamma is the scholas .
honorary organization for
I women physical education a.
always it is entertaining.
At b2e.8 m
gra
Early in December, AWS sport. recreationeraatiaonmgae
must
t-s a Christmas party for the point

an organization open to all women students who are either majoring or minoring in physical education or recreation

Week activities. There seems to be a question of proceedure as
(left to right) Ellen Veaw, president of WAA; Dolores Omens, vice
president; Joan Hook. recording secretary and Wilma Von Flue,
corresponding secretary, li,ten to Frantic Brown’s argument. The
somen had charge of the Water Carnival held Monday as a kickoff to the seek’s activities.
photo by Starr

in Room

P.E., Rec Majors
In Tau Gamma

E kSTER
CARDS

sometimes demonstrations, but

The Women’s Physical Education - Recreation ’Major Club is

WAA COUNCIL plans events for its participation in the Vomen’s

hcguis during tl:c

there is a new attraction at the
meeting. sometimes lectures,

Has Varied
Aims, Jobs

Each
house stresses
gaod
scholarship for each of its members. Supervised study tables
and scholarship dinners encourage attention to scholarship.

PATRONIZE YOUR
ADVERTISERS

hen the Big and Little Sister eummittee goes to work assignr
sist.!rs to the ma:ly girls entering San Jose for the first time.
Akan one week after sehoal has started, on a Wednesday altnoon, a multitude of girls may be seen in the Inner Quad havii.
’ refreshments and enjoying entertainment. This is the Big and Little Sister Party.
Then AWs begins its weekly
meetings on Wednesdays at 1:30
P m.

Major Club

.
SJS
ne:ong to the 12 national can.pus
,nrorities. The sorority girls enjoy dances, parties, exchanges and
participation in Greek Show and
March Melodies during the school
year
Many of the sororities have spec;a1 philanthropic activities to
which they devote time. AU of the
houses do some project of service ,
to the community during the
school year

lAWS Year Begins Early
. Sister Activity
With Big
ycar
The

Ride
UNITED TAXI
on dates

RAY FREEMAN

It

the new ’ Two-Ten. 4-Dool Sedan, one of 20 frisky new Chevrolets.

CY 4-2324

I .

This beauty’s got power that’s panther-quick and silk-smooth. limper
that puts new kiek in your driring and makes passing far safer.

A short story on comfort ...

A flick of your toe

is all it takes
to unleash a hoodful of Chevrolet
power! Power that makes passing
far safer by saving seconds when
they really count! Power that’s
smooth as silkand as full of
action as a string of firecrackers!
Big, deep-breathing power that

Plain or fancy, boaer style or brief, our Arrow
shorts give you comfort in any position. The

Arrow Tee (shown here) is right for sports,
or *Tin as an undershirt. /fey way you use it,
it has comfort pius. Tee, from $1.25. Shorts,
from $1.50. Guards (knitted briefs), $1.20.

now ranges clear up to 22:i h.p.!
But power’s just one of the
things that make for safer, happier drivirg in a Chevy. For
instance, there’s the solid construction of Body by Fisher
and Chevrolet’s nailed-down stability. Come in and give it a try.

Air conflaioningbƒmperntures nwde io ordernt new low cost. let us demonsfroiel

"

fifil

in atRAYONOUSPIM s is tug -So I 751 5 5 A iNi YOUR CHEVROLET CO5TIS1 (NMI NOM At YOUR 0115110: II 1,f,IR

FOR
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Santa Clara at Second

See Your Chevrolet Dealer

High Scholarship
Is Prerequisite
For Black Masque

BLACK MASQUE junior girls meet with their ad.
isers Mks Helen Dimmiek, associate dean of
studenta. anJ Dr. Eleanor Coombe, assut late professor of physical education. They are: Mrs.
Coombe, Audrey Hosford, Barbara Murphy, Bobbie Bober’s, Carol Lucas, Diane Martinsen, Sher.

ry Neurnberg, Jean Juhnson, Aileen Sherry’, and
Donna Larson. Seated is Miss Dimmick. Members
not pictured are Dr. Dorothy Kaucher, Nan
Grisham, Jul Archterberg, Shirley Conzelman
and Phyllis Carter.
photo by Hawkins

Spartan Spears Perform Numerous
Service Functions on SJS Campus

1.1.ck Masque is
A,,t11"
ern; honor society whose membership is limited to 13 senith girls
These girls ate chosen at the end
of their junior year .The urgent
tatic-ti is similar-to Mortar Hoard,
%kWh is featurKI on other Amer icari campuses.
The grout.. organized in 1930,
is completely secret Even new
members do not know they have
been chosen until their names are
vatted by the outgoing members at I
the Recognition Dinner in spring.
’I’he girls are chosen on the
basis ot their high sAularship ani
eamptis activitlbs, whieli includei
participation in two extra-curriular activities in different fields
It is quite a eaveted honor to be
chosen fat the Black Masque
Their service is rendered inconspicuously to the eullege.
Permanent adviser is Miss Helen Dimmick, associate dean of
students elected advisors are
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher, two-year
adviser, and Dr. Eleanor Coombe.
one-year adviser

Mu Phi Epsilon
Furthers Music
!Studies cit SJS

To climax Women’s Week, a ser
%Ice yy ill he held in Memo,
pg1 Thursday mornin,t. Mji ch 21.
at 9:30 o’clock. Lau ilay dock will
he the s-oluist, and Mrs Florence
Bryant, a former SJS nrofessor.
will be the guest speaker.

SPARTAN DAR Y

-I hope this will be a r011Vell.,
for all to attend." said
oeser. chairman of the chapel
iflitter -All women are welcuno
ellllle and hear Mt: Bryant’.
speech.

Includes entre, salad,
coffee I. .sert

1465 W. San Carlos St.
‘911

FRANK’S
ORIGINAL

PIZZA
Now At

the MONKEY IN

’30’ Club Honorary
Society for Women

785 South First St.

GAL’S DELIGHT WED. NITE
CIGARETTE!

WI 1%ISTOII w4tel on

Pale Complexions

leprts

wiprool

BY PRIVATE CAR

....*.
6 #

is the BEST way
STOP Tours makes it the
REASONABLE way

LIKE A
CIGARETTE
SHOULD!

\rA;414,

Choose from 35 ill expense
itineraries from $725
Departures April through September

4

*NMI
MOW
Ives/

INQUIRE FOR
MORE DETAILS

GREENE & NELSON

TRAVEL ADVISORS
24 East San Farnande
(Up the street from the campus)

CY 7-212;

Sure didn’t take college smokers long to find out that Winston tastes
good
like a cigarette should! This easy-drawing filter cigarette brings you
real tobacco flavor, rich and full. What’s more, the Winston filter works so
well the flavor gets right through to you. Try Winston you’ll see!
I PSYNNI

..0114000 CO , WINSTON I 16 N C

5

Lou’s Village
Special Dinners
$1.50

1111)e

Forty-seven children were graduated from kindergarten in
Portland, Ind., complete with commeneeinene ceremonies, diplomas
and mortar board caps.

Every Tuesd..y. 15 girls appear
on campus, wearing identical yellow blouses and white cotton skirts
These girls are members of the
Spartan Spears. a s.iphomore women’s honorary service organization.
Spears is primarily a service orranization. They have acted as ushers for a film on cancer, stuffed
(nvelopss for the TB association.
visited the county’s poor farm at I
Christmas, served at the Alumnae
Luncheon last spring and served at
the Patron’s Dinner this fall.
Eight of the Spears served at
a dinner rive for the Board of
SPARTAN SPEAR members are busy planning
service society each y ear. A rummage sale and
Education here recently. One of
their activities for the semester. Twenty outstandthe main functions Of the Spears , ing girls from the Freshman ciasg are invites
serving at the Patron’s dinner are two of the
k to go out to Agnew Mental
activities of the group.
photo lo Hawkins
to Join the Sophomore homen’s honorary and
Ilespital every Wednesday eve
nine to cheer the patients. Theƒ
work with the Spartan Shields iii
cooperation with the Red Cross.
The Spears help out on election
day by maintaining one of the eke
tion polls. Once every six months,
the Spears hold a rummage sale,
Kappa Phi is a national organThe ":11.1’ nub Ts the honorary
selling the goods that have not been
claimed from the Lost and Found ization for Methodist college womMu Phi Epsilon is a national society for journalism women at
San Jose State.
Department on campus.
en. It is organized to form a closer professional women’s music sociOriginally the group was for
The organization is limited to association among college women ety. The San Jose State chapter.
both men and women journalism
twenty members. These members
and is op- has approximately 30 members.
of
Methodist
preference
students, but for the past three
are chosen at the end of the FreshOne of the main functions of the
man year for being outstanding in en to any girl who wishes to join. group is selling magazine subscrip- years it has been a woman’s group
their class.
The club makes the work among tions. The money collected from only
The group meets twice monthly
The group was founded In student women of the Methodist this activity is donated to Gads
March of 1933 by Miss Margaret Church more effective and provides Hill. a school where free music on Wednesday evenings for busiM. Twombly, health service di- for religious and social growth of lessons are given to underprivileg. ness or social affairs. This semester
plans are being made for a rumrector and professor of health
ed children.
mage sale and a field trip to San
and hygiene, and was its initial members.
They also send old music to the Francisco. A
departmental coffee
adviser.
Omega Chapter of San Jose State Philippines and Japan for use in
hour also has been arranged by
Upon her resignation, Mrs. Als- was installed in 193t and ia now the schools there.
the club and will commence withton H. Rigter, assistant professor
A scholarship is given each year in the next few weeks.
one of 30 active chapters..There
of health and hygiene. took over as are 75 active members in the Omoutstanding
freshman
girl
to an
"30" Club is open to women Jour2(1% iser. Because of other demands,
ega chapter. Prospective members to help her continue a musical caMrs. Rigter resigned a few months
nalism, public relation, and adverare entertained each fall and spring
ago and Miss Catherine Wallace, at a Rose Tea held at the First reer; Money for the scholarship Is tising majors and minors. Mrs.
assistant professor of health and Methodist (’hurch. This is follow- raised by cookie sales.
Dolores Spurgeon, associate prohygiene, is now the new adviser.
ed by an open meeting where the
The girls of Mu Phi Epsilon give fessor of journalism, is the club
The new officers for the spring girls are told about Kappa Phi and two public concerts each year.
adviser
semester are Gayle Grisham, pres- receive invitations to pledge. Iniident: Pat Parrish, vice president; tiations are held at the end of each
YOU’LL BOTH GO FOR THIS
Sandy Ward, recording secretary: semester.
Pat Craven, corresponding secreKappa Phi is active in campus
tary; Joan Oeser, treasurer and
activities and takes part in HomeJoan Healy, historian.
coming and March Melodfes. Individual members are active on campus committees and in student government. Other activities of the
club are a Mother-Daughter LunchNEW YORK (UP)One French eon, Father-Daughter Ba nque t,
make-up expert, on a tour of the Christmas party for underprivileg.
ed children, adopting a Korean girl
’,oiled States, forecasts a pale com- and helping
to serve the church.
plexion as the smart one for spring
and summer. Guy Nicolet of Elizabeth Arden explained, "It’s a Pale.
From the Modesto Junior Colsubtle look. But . . . we are not
asking women to play Camille." lege’s "Collegian": "The Placement office at San Jose State
College is looking for a college
trained man with teaching creBUYING SOMETHING?
&tines in shoe repair work.
Check Your Spartan Daily
They are apparently pretty desAdvertisers First
perate."

Kappa Phi Offers
Women Benefits

Wednesday, March 21. 1956

Chapel Service
To Climax Week
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Sigma Pi Seeks
Queen Nominations

S
par an Sdefy
BARBARA WHITE
S.,ity
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Sororities Hold Spring Initiations,
Name Officers, Outstanding Pledges
ALPHA CHI OMEG
Seven :ICA’ members were initiated into ACtu0 Friday eve- ,
ning. They are Shirley Gnesa,
Shirley Gagliardo, Sheila Waage, !
Sharon Giacomazzi, Lois Birnbaum. Gayle LaBarbera and ’
Nancylee Ross.

ALPHA PHI

The Alpha Phi pledges electeci
Ann Polhemus president of their
pledge class. Other officers elected were Jeri Bullock, vice-president; Tern Galvin, recording secInetary; Ginger Lee, treasurer;
Donna Acuff, quarterly reader;
Barbara Bigotti, scholarship; Arlene Cougoule, activities; Shirley
Nielaen, music; Mikey Simonet
social and Marilyn Goodell junior
panhellenic.
The Alpha Phi’s held a dinner exchaage with the Kappa
night.
Taus
last Wednesday
Pledges from both houses provided entertainment.

.

DELTA GAMMA

of Gamma Pan Beta were recently
On Sunday, the Kappa’s and the
honored at a banquet at Inter- Sigma Nu’s held their annual
national Kitchen in Niles.
Easteregg hunt for underprivileMeredith Maughan, who was dged children. Cokes and cookies
president of her pledge dance. were served, and games were
was chosen outstanding pledge played

SIGMA KAPPA
and awarded the scholarship troThe new officers of the Sigma
phy which Ls presented to the
pledge with the highest grade Kappa pledge class are Donna
Arnold. president; Lorna Waugh,
vice-president; Jann Fraser, secNew members are June Bibb, retary; Luanne Coleman,
treasurMarlene Brandin, Eileen Bureau, er; Bobbie LeeotLs, social chairSlairley Calletti, Ester Drew. man; Gavae Allison, activities;
Leiihta Gwinn. Betsy Hughes, Elakne Redgwick, philanthropy;
Mericlith Maughan, Dation Rhodes Judy Harvey. scholarship; and
&Moan Scott and Bobbie Thum. , Arlene Phillips. rush chairman
Wednesday night an exchange
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Marilyn Ouzts was elected pre- was held with the Sigma Nu’s
sident of the new Kappa Alpha After playing vollyball in the
Theta pledges The rest of the afternoon, a barbecue was held
cabinet is Carol Ames, vice presi- at the Sigma Nu house. Enterdent; Denise Champlin, scholar ’ tainment was provided by both
ship chairman; Judy Keech, sec- pledge classes.
retary-treasurer; Camille Barengo, activities; Sharon Cote, social
and Anna Beal, song leader and
panhellenic representative.

Five new initiates were welcomed into Delta Gamma Thursday
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
night They are Marilyn Winter,
A buffet dinner preceeded the
Carole Colombo, Beverly Raban,
Marilyn Newbern and Jane Ham- Kappa Kappa Gamma pledge
ilton. Miss Winter was voted out- dance held on Friday evening at
the Penninsula Golf and Country
standing pledge
Club. Music was provided by Bob
GAMMA PHI BETA
The newly initiated "7ember; Easley and his band.

MORLEYSPEAR

SIMPSONNARBAITV

Ann Whitten passed a bridal
doll to her Alpha Phi sorority
sisters Monday night to reveal
her engagement to Gregg Tuba!)
Mass Whitten is an education a
jor from Palo Alto and Tuban
attending San Mateo Junior Col- ,
lege. The couple will be married
August 12 in Palo Alto.

Nancylee Ross, Alpha Chi Omega. announced her engagement to
John Peterson at her sorority
meeting Monday night. Miss Ross
is a junior education major from
Bakersfield and Peterson is a
junior accounting major from Bur
ling-ame The couple are planning
ta be nairricd March 31.

CLASSIFIEDS

Glenda Spear. 1Te1taGkinma.
announced her engagement to Jim
Morley, Theta Chi, Monday night.
Miss Spear is a sophomore secreterial major and Morley is a
senior business administration
major
Both are from Menlo
Park.

THETA CHI
Gordan Ellis became a member
of Theta Chi at Monday’s meeting.

THETA XI
Stanley C. Benz, dean of students, was the guest speaker at
the Theta Xi’s Parents Day held
Sunday Dean Benz discussed the
importance of the Greek organizations to student activities at
SJS.
Other speakers included John
Howard, president of Theta Xi,
and Ed C Glover of the Engineering Department, Theta Xi adviser.

TUBANWHITTEN

KIDWIELLHINTZ
Ruthie Hintz. KKG, announced
her engagement to Ken Kidwall
at the KKG pledge dance Fnday night. Miss Hintz Is a juniar ,
education major from Alameda.1
Kidwell is employed by the Eure. !
ha Federal Savings and Loan As- j
sociation in San Carlos. Wedding
plans are indefinite.
--PINNINGS

the industry was 32 barrels of product a day
per man. The average investment in refinery
tools at the time was $10,000 per man.
"Today the industry’s investment in tools for
each refinery employee is $50,000. Offhand
you’d think that that much machinery would
put some refinery people out of work. But just
the opposite is true.
vBack in 1925 the refineries employed just
over 65,000 people. Today they give jobs to
over twice as many-133,000. What’s more,
our production has gone up to 59 barrels a day
per man.

B1CKFORD--BURKE

"IIT PAT IS UP MIS AND I WORK TIMER HOURS. IF THIS IS AUTOMATION, I’LL TARE MOW"

"We product these 59 barrels in 40 hours a
week, instead of the old 51 in 1925. And we
make more money. In my ease my pay is up
288.89% since I started on the job.
"If this is automation, I’ll take more of it!"

LOST AND FOUND
BLACKHARTOLSEN
Last: Weiss Kappa sorority pin. ’ Adrienne Olsen, Alpha Phi, reIf found call CY 3-9040 or return to , cently announced her pinning to
Sigma Kappa house, 168 S. 11th St Gary 131Jickhart, Delta Sigma Phi.
nice apartment with two college boys, $23

They are Dick Robinson, ATO;
Neil Freeman, SAE; Harvey McCullough, Delta Sig; Bill Douglas,
Phi sigma Kappa; Torn Reales,
Sigma Chi; Bob Zang, Sigma Pi;
Bruce Carter, Kappa Alpha: Ben
Prather, Phi Kappa Alpha; Jerry
Weber, Kappa Tau; Alan Gaffeney, Sigma Nu: Earl Wachtel,
Lamcia Chi Alpha; Bill Bjorge,
Theta Xi; Fred Kemper. Alpha
Omega and Lee Stahl, Theta
Chi.

SIGMA PI
Applications for a queen and
two princesses for the Sigma Pi’s
annual Orchid Ball have been
sent out. The dance will be held
April 28, at the St. Francis Yacht
Club in San Francisco
Glen Babbett became a new
Pledge at Monday’s meeting

iou hear a lot of talk these days about how
automation is going to cast people their jobs.
’Me, I work in the most ’automatized’ industry of them allpetroleum. And far from costbig me my job, automation has made it a
better one.
"When I was just getting started in the refinery back in 1925 the average production for

Nancy Burke, Kappa Kappa
Gamma. passed a candle to her
sorority sisters last week. to anFoR RENT
nounce her pinning to Don BickI urnished small apartment and ford. ATO. Miss Burke is a junior
for tu 0 girls. Utilities paid. home economics major and Bick$50 One halt block to college. CY ford is a junior business major.
VAN LEUVENBARRY
1327 390 S 6th St
Van Leuven recently told
Close to- college, large, clean hisDick
Sigma Nu fraternity brothers
furnished apartment with bath.
of his pinning to Carol Barry.
Want four girl students Inquire Miss Barry Ls a senMr general
418 S. 8th St F Junas.
elementary major from Idaho and
$23 Nepali rooms for boys, kit- Van Leuven is a senior sociology
chen privileges, linen. 561 S. 7th major from Redlands.
St.
MANSELL--WOLF
poem and names hidden in
Male Iltaallents, three meals five a Aballoon
lecently revealed the
days per week. $65 Parking propinning of Rae Wolf, Gamma Phi
’ ided. 146 E. San Carlos St
Beta, to Don Man.sell of Cal Poly.
One ball block to college, $75, ac- Miss Wolf is a sophomore busiommodates four girls or coup/e. nesa major from Ross, and ManFurnished newly decorated apart- sell Ls an electrical engineering
ment and two baths 390 S 6th St. major from BelfInwcr.
2 1327.
_ HUHNBEEL
Nancy Beet, Alpha Omicron Pa
For man student, onc-room apartment, private entrance, reasonable. pa.ssed a purple candle surrounded by violets to her sorority siscY 2 5077. 496 S. 15th St.
ters Monday night. to reveal her
pinning to Jack Huhn, SAE at
FOR SALE
the University of California at
Pontiac,
club
coupe,
’41
fair con- , Davis. Mias Beet is a senior phs dition, best offer 540 S 6th St.
aical education major from Palo
Alto Huhn is from Sacramento.

WANTED
Gentlemen to share

candidates for the DZ Man

Ed Adams. president. will be
, the local chapters delegate to the
fraternity’s 1956 Western Province Conference which will be
held in San Diego.

MC FADDINFLEMING

Betty Lou Cavagna recently revealed her engagement to Donald
Widmer by passing a box of chocolates to her Phi Mu sorority
sisters. Miss Cavagna is a home
economics major. Widmer is in
the Army and is stationed at Fort
Ord. The couple are planning a
mid-August wedding

PETERSONROSS

The

Contest have been announced.

KAPPA ALPHA

A work day was held Saturday
at the Kappa Alpha house. Gen. eral clean-up and construction of
a wire fence around the volleyball
court were the main objectives.
May 11, has been set for the
annual Dixie Ball Arrangements
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
for the dance are being handled
Alpha Tau Omega founder’s day by Richard Knapp
was celebrated recently, and a
KAPPA TAU
buffet (timer was held for the
alumni and the active chapter
The Kappa Tau annual Black
Alpha Tau Omega held its and White Fantasy was held
aemesterly scholarship dinner on at the chapter house last weekend.
Monday night. The highest hon- The theme was oriental. Dick
ors went to Don Murray, while Wood. president, and his date,
the ATO dunce had a tasty onion Bernice Walk% won the best
costume prize
sandwich.
Oh Sunday the Kappa Tau
DELTA SIGMA PHI
parents club sponsored a potluck
Tomorrow is the big day for the dinner at the Kappa Tau fraternity house.
Delta Sigs, as that’s the day
SIGMA C111
"Burgie," the fraternity mascot,
gets out of quarantine He was
In recent elections the Sigma
incarcerated for two weeks for Chi pledge class, under the direction of pledge trainers George
biting the dogcatcher.
Vevoda and Frank McCleskey elec.
The Delta Sigs held a party at ted Larry Bofenkamp, president;
the Club Lanai last weekend. The Bob Billman, vice president; Bill
party was in honor of the new Osley, secretary-treasurer; and
chapter officers.
Pete Carnegie, song leader

...or how automation makes more and better paying jobs

Audrey Fleming, Kappa Gamma, announced her engagement
Joe Vallcnara Alpha Phi Ome- I to George McFaddin, Delta Upga president, recently announced silon. at the KKG pledge dance
his engagement to Millie Schnei- Last Friday night. Miss Fleming
der. Vallenari is a senior public ; is a senior education major from
relations major. Miss Schneider Lodi and 51cFaddin is a senior
is a freshman at San Jose Junior police major from El Centro. The ’
College.
couple are planning an Auguat
18 wedding.
WIDINER--CAVAGNA

Rayna Narbaitu, Alpha Chi
Omega, recently passed the traditional candle to her sorority
sisters. to announce her engagement to Jerry Simpson, ATO.
Miss Narbaitu is a senior kindergarten primary major from Chester Simpson is a graduate biological science student.

Fraternities Enter
’D Z Man’ Contest

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Alpha Phi Omega and Delta
Zeta held an exchange barbecue
at Alum Rock Park. Games and
dancing highlighted the affair
which ended with coffee at the
Delta Zeta house

Robert Angell

Campus Organizatons Announce Recent
Engagements, Pinnings, of SJS Couples
ENGAGEMENTS
ALLENARISCHNEIDER

I
:

Naminationa tar taanna
fiaternity’s annual Orchid
Ball
Queen now are being accepted,
according to Gary Clemens, pub.
licity chairman.
Letters have been sent to the
campus sororities and independent
women’s living groups inviting
them to enter candidates in the
contest.
The local chapter will select
a queen and two princesses, who
will share honors with a queen
and two princesses chosen by
the University of California chapter of Sigma Pi at the Orchid
Ball, April 28

Fraternities Busy Planning Many
Actl..vities for Spring Season

Automation, it seems bus here at the Union
oil Company where Angell works, illustrates
again the basic strength of America’s free competitive economy.
So long as business has to compete, it must
constantly improve its products. This calls for
the fullest use of new and better machines.
’fbis has sometimes caused temporary readjustments in an industry. But in the long run

it helps to create better paying jobs for more
and more people.
Which is another reason why the number of
Americans at work and the standard of living
thcy enjoy continue to limb.

YOUR COMMEN IS ARE INVITED. Write: The Pre mina,

L’essosOglCompany, Lnaun Oil Bldg., LosAnge1ei 17, Go/4/.

Union Oil Company

Miss Olsen is an education major
and Blackhart is a business major
Both are from San JI.SC.

BUM11--FREITAS
Bob Bush, Phi Sigma Kappa,
per month. 545 S 4th St.
announced his pinning to /Uterine I
Two girls need ride to El Paso, Freitag Monday night The couple I
Icaƒe March 25 or 27. Call CV avere serenaded at Magnolia Ma2,0246.
nor following the announcement.;

IPIANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TR/TON, THE AMAZING PURTLII MOTOR
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